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Foreword
Periodically LFRS undertake an
Emergency Cover Review. This
takes a close look at the emergency
cover we provide in terms of where
our fire engines are situated and
the way they are staffed. These are
the main factors that affect
response times. The Emergency
Cover Review involves a detailed
study of activity levels, which
informs our risk-based approach to
providing the most appropriate
response to emergencies in
Lancashire.

This Emergency Cover Review sees no
reduction in the numbers of fire engines
or changes to staffing but still aims to
achieve greater efficiency and reduced
costs. Our proposals for Pre-Alerting offer
a significant benefit to the communities of
Lancashire.
An Emergency Cover Review is directly
related to the financial position of
Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service. Based
on current funding assumptions the
Service is in a financially stable position,
hence there are no proposals to reduce
fire engines or reduce staff numbers.
Should external factors substantially
reduce the funding available, then we
would be required to revisit the
Emergency Cover Review to explore other
options to balance expenditure.
It has been a difficult time for all the
public sector regarding funding. For
Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service the
challenge has been how best to use our
finite resources to provide the best
possible emergency cover for our
communities, this has been our clear
focus. We have nevertheless risen to the
challenge exceptionally well, continuing to
provide an emergency response of a high

calibre, with fire deaths in homes at an alltime low and by reducing the numbers of
fires and with it the terrible impact they
have on our communities.

Frank de Molfetta
Chairman
Lancashire Combined Fire Authority

Chris Kenny
Chief Fire Officer
Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service
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Emergency Cover Review
An Emergency Cover Review is a key
component of the Combined Fire Authority's
risk management framework and is carried out
every three to four years to ensure that our
emergency response provision is
proportionate with fire risk in Lancashire and
is both efficient and effective.
The review consists of an examination of risk
and activity levels, to ensure that our
resources are such that when an emergency
happens and we have to respond we do it
quickly with the right fire engines, the right
specialist vehicles and the right crewing
arrangements to deal with each incident
effectively and safely.
Whilst we are currently well positioned due to
the strong plans and efficiencies the Service
has delivered during previous years, we must
continue to make the best possible use of our
resources at all times. By conducting an
Emergency Cover Review the Service is
equipped to validate the current provision and
is able to identify any appropriate proposals
for change in response provision.
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Proposals
1. Propose a no change Emergency Cover
Review for 2017-20 with regards to
Lancashire Fire & Rescue Service's (LFRS)
58 fire engines, special appliances and the
associated crewing arrangements; based
on current risk and activity levels we are
able to respond effectively and safely with
our current provision.
2. Adopt a Pre-Alerting Policy, whilst
evaluating the Dynamic Cover Tool,
determining the potential to strengthen
our Collaborative Response
Arrangements.
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Developing a Pre-Alerting
policy and Dynamic Cover Tool
Pre-Alerting is a method of
operation whereby once an
addressable location has been
identified by a call handler at
North West Fire Control (our 999
emergency call centre) an early
mobilising message is dispatched
to the responding crews. This
enables the crew to cease any
current tasks and position
themselves upon the fire engine
in anticipation of receiving
further details and being turned
out to the upcoming incident.
Whilst the crews are preparing,
the call handler at North West
Fire Control will continue with
the emergency call, and once the
full details of the incident are
attained, they will mobilise the
fire engine in the usual manner.

By adopting this Pre-Alerting method, which has already
been adopted by other Fire and Rescue Services regionally,
LFRS anticipates not only the opportunity to mobilise our
fire engines sooner to critical emergency incidents, but
predicts an improvement in our performance levels upon
which we are measured by the Combined Fire Authority.
The Pre-Alerting method is to be firstly established by
utilising an initial pilot approach across appropriate duty
systems at stations where a performance benefit may be
attained. For further details on the proposed Pre-Alerting
policy please refer to our website
http://www.lancsfirerescue.org.uk
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Dynamic Cover Tool type software
systems are utilised by emergency
response organisations in order to
maximise the available response resources
through geographic movement. This has
particular benefit when there are large
scale incidents or multiple incidents in
close proximity. It is proposed that further
work is commissioned to identify if LFRS
could yield benefits such as increased
pump attendance time performance
through such systems.

Determining the potential to strengthen our Collaborative Response Arrangements
As Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service successfully reduce the levels of fire incidents and
outcomes each year there is opportunity to respond to other call types. Recently this has
included gaining entry to premises on behalf of North West Ambulance Service (NWAS).
We have used our expertise to provide quicker access to patients for NWAS whilst
creating little damage to the home or property. We are consulting on the principle of
exploring new areas of response activity to assist the people of Lancashire during
emergencies.
A projection in terms of a numerical increase in emergency calls has been developed,
outlining the impact of a potential increase in operational activity across the organisation.
An increase of call volume to emergent response
arrangements will have a small negative impact
upon LFRS' core performance standards.
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If you would like a copy of this document
in large print, audio, braille or another
language please telephone 01772 866791.

www.lancsfirerescue.org.uk

If you need any further
assistance or clarification
please ring 01772 866955
and ask for the Risk Management Team
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